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PAMM stands for Percentage Allocation Management 
Module. 
 
These types of accounts are comprised of numerous 
deposits from multiple Investors and are controlled and 
traded by a specific Money Manager (also referred to as 
“MM”). The managers of such accounts are professional 
traders, experienced in maximizing the profits of the 
accounts they control for their Investors. Each individual 
Investor may allocate their personal funds to one or more 
PAMM accounts and Money Managers. Overall, these 
accounts feature a management module that distributes 
the sizes and results of trades according to an allocation 
percentage amongst the various Investors that contributed 
to the overall capital of the account. 
 
So, if you are a beginner trader or new to the world of 
financial trading, join us at LegacyFX as an Investor in one of 
our MM PAMM accounts, of your choosing–and have your 
funds managed by experienced traders. Through our PAMM 
service, you will receive a percentage profits of all 
successful trades without having to trade yourself. 

Leave the Trading to the Traders

The resulting performance of the PAMM Money 
Manager's account is then distributed amongst 

all Investors who contributed it.

The Money Manager uses 
capital, provided by multiple 
Investors, to trade with 
through their PAMM accounts.
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Benefits 
for Investors



Opportunity to earn income without being an expert 
in trading.

Earn

Choose and join one or several accounts, maintained 
by reliable and professional Money Managers.

Several Accounts

If no profits are made, no fees are subtracted.

No Fees

No one can withdraw funds other than the Investor 
him/her-self.

Withdrawals

Benefits for Investors



How Secure are 
 Investor’s Funds 

 within PAMM Accounts?



To ensure the security of Investors' funds, their 
deposits remain in each individual Investor’s 
personal trading accounts. The Money Manager does 
not have access to these accounts and, therefore, 
cannot make any withdrawals. As such, the individual 
Investors are the only ones who can make deposits & 
withdrawals to/from the PAMM managed accounts 
as well.  
 
However, performance or maintenance fees earned 
by a Money Manager are automatically withdrawn 
from Investor accounts to the Money Manager, 
according to the terms of the contracts established 
between each individual Investor and Money 
Manager.

How Secure Are Investor’s Funds 



Who Can 
 Become an 

 Investor?



Are you inexperienced in the world of financial and online 
trading? 
Have you always wanted to learn more about forex, CFDs, 
stocks, commodities, indices, etc.? 
Do you wish to enhance your personal income or prior trading 
knowledge and experience with little-to-no effort on your 
part? 
 
If "yes" to the above, then come open a PAMM Investor 
account with us! 
 
As an Investor, you will obtain specialized credentials to 
access our PAMM portal. This portal will enable you to 
supervise all PAMM Money Manager accounts you are 
affiliated with, their trades, fee structures, and overall see 
summaries of your funded accounts, and more. 
You will also receive account credentials to the renowned 
MetaTrader5 platform (Mt5) where your funds are pooled 
with others to form a Money Manager’s account, and where 
their trading activity is carried out. 
 
 
Click here to: Open a LegacyFX Account

Who Can Become an Investor?

https://int.legacyfx.com/real


Getting 
 Started & 

 Costs



These types of fees are a percentage of the profits 
generated for each Investor within a MM account.

Performance Fee

Management fees are the commission a MM charges from 
each Investor for the attachment of their funds to the MM’s 
account and for any associated balance operations.

Management Fee 

Performance accounts are an additional account assigned to 
every MM in MetaTrader5. All fees or commissions that a 
MM designates from their Investors are sent from Investors 
to the MM’s Performance Account.

Performance Account 

Every Money Manager is also required to open a regular 
trading account through our site which is linked to our 
MetaTrader5 trading platform. Once they have requested to 
become a PAMM MM and also submitted the corresponding 
documentation, their accounts are then designated as a 
PAMM Money Manager accounts. Following this, all balance 
in this account is virtual, as it is based on and equal to the 
sum of all Investors’ balances and activity that contributed 
to it.

Money Manager (MM)

Every Investor is required to open regular trading accounts 
through our site (LegacyFX.com). Once you have submitted 
the required verification documentation, your account is 
then designated as a PAMM Investor account. This account 
is not connected to the MetaTrader5 platform and is 
independent from any Money Manager accounts it is 
affiliated with. Investor account balances are real as they 
reflect the performance of the MM trading activities.

Investor

Getting Started & Costs



Our PAMM Portal



01 Change which PAMM Money Manager 
your account is funding or fund multiple 
MMs at a time, simply by allocating your 
deposits to their PAMM accounts.

ChangeChange

02 Update your account’s personal 
information, such as, but not limited 
to, email address, username, 
password, etc.

Update 

03 Request withdrawals through your 
personal Trading Account on our 
website and see the funds removed 
from any MM PAMM accounts you are 
affiliated with.

Withdraw

04 Delete your PAMM Investor account.

Delete

Through our PAMM platform, as an Investor you will 
be able to:

Our PAMM Portal



The pictures on the right portray how an Investor’s page 
looks like within our PAMM portal. 
 
1. The Investor’s ID and name are shown on the top of 
the page. 
As Investors may have several accounts linked to various 
Money Manager PAMM accounts, from the “Linked 
Accounts” dropdown list, Investors may select any linked 
PAMM account and switch to it seamlessly, with one 
authorization without having to re-logging in (as they 
have the same Link ID). 
 
2. The Investor’s account’s balance and equity are shown 
in the top right corner. 
 
3. Here, one sets the time frame (next to “Period”) for 
which to show the data and the breakdown for the 
diagram (from the dropdown list): Hour, Day, Week, 2 
weeks, Month, Year.

Our PAMM Portal

Investor ID: 345353 . Name: Investor.105.0.5.24 

Linked accounts:

Balance:

Equity:

Period: Set data range



4. This “Total Profit” chart shows the overall statistics of 
the Investor account. Vertically, it has an auto scaling 
mode that shows total sum of profit on the account 
earned by the trading of the associated Money Manager. 
 
5. This refresh button allows real-time updating of the 
information presented on this Investor’s page. 

Our PAMM Portal

Total Profit



6. This line portrays information regarding the specific 
Money Manager to which the Investor is currently 
connected. If the Investor is not connected to a specific 
Money Manager, then “No Money Manager” will be 
displayed. 
To choose an MM for connection, click the               button. 
To see the MM details, click the                  button. 
To calculate the MM’s fees, click the 
button. 
To disconnect from this particular MM, click the    
                 button. 
  
7. Three key values are shown here: Stop Loss, Take 
Profit, and Profit. 
Clicking the      edit buttons allows Investors to set the 
risk management values they want implemented for 
their account(s).

Our PAMM Portal

Download  as

Money Manager: Money Manager 5 connected on 24.05.2019 View detailsDisconnect Calculate Performance Fee

View details

Disconnect

Calculate Performance Fee



8. Open Orders – shows all currently open trades 
through the following columns: Order, Symbol, Type, 
Volume, Open time, Open price, Close price, and Profit. 
History – shows all past trades and transactions through 
the following columns: Money Manager, Order, Symbol, 
Type, Volume, Open time, Open price, Close time, Close 
price, and Profit. 
Balance Operations – shows all monetary transactions 
into and out of the account through the following 
columns: ID, Date, MM ID, Investor ID, Type, Amount, and 
Currency. 
 
9. These buttons enable the downloading of the Investor 
statement in one of the following formats: txt, csv, xsls. 

Our PAMM Portal

Open orders

Download  as

Balance operationsHistory



This picture previews how all the MMs appear in 
LegacyFX’s PAMM system, their stats, and allows 
Investors to connect to ones of their choosing. 
 
10. By clicking this button, Investors can download our 
MM list in one of the following formats: txt, csv, xsls. 
 
11. By ticking this box, Investors can choose to view only 
Money Managers whose balance is more than zero. 
 
12. In this Search field box, Investors can find particular 
MM accounts by text that they type. Both whole words 
or even word fragments such as MM ID numbers, name, 
MetaTrader5 login or server numbers, Performance fee 
percentages, email, and various other search criteria can 
be used to find a particular MM. 
The By dropdown list enables one to choose the criteria 
in which to sort the searched Money Managers: Login in 
MetaTrader 5, ID, Popularity, Total profit, Performance, 
Minimum investment, or Name. 

Our PAMM Portal

Download as

Hide MM with negative profit Search value MT Login



13. Money Manager information is displayed in below 
window with their name, ID, and MetaTrader 5 
identification number. 
To view the MM’s individual page, click the                
button to the right of the MM’s information. 
 
14. The details preview of each MM includes the 
following information about the MM and their account: 
Minimum required investment, Performance and 
Management fees, Number of Investors in their MM 
PAMM Account, and 3 diagrams: Volume per day, Profit 
per day, and Total profit. 

Our PAMM Portal

View details

Download  as

Hide MM with negative profit Search value MT Login



Connecting 
Disconnecting

to MM Accounts



Connecting to a Money Manager:

Connecting & Disconnecting to MM Accounts

• To connect to an MM, Investors should click on    
button, next to a particular MM on the Money Managers list 
or on the chosen Money Manager’s individual page, and 
confirm the action by clicking OK in the subsequent 
dialogue window. 
 
• Once connected, the MM will have the Investors numbers 
updated in their account details, based on how much the 
Investor deposits into their own personal trading accounts. 
 
• On the Investor’s individual page and preview MM list, all 
connected Money Manager IDs are shown together with the 
connection date, and options to Disconnect and View 
details, and Calculate Performance fee. 
 



Disconnecting from a Money Manager:

Connecting & Disconnecting to MM Accounts

• Click on the                    button on the Investor’s dashboard 
(where all currently connected MM are listed). 
 
• Once disconnected:

Disconnect

All open trades/volume affiliated with the Investor’s 
account are closed; 
Performance fee is calculated and deducted from the 
Investor’s account; 
Investor balance is ultimately withdrawn from the 
MM’s balance.

•

•

•



 PAMM Accounts

Thank You.
To Join 

Email Us at pamm@legacyfx.com 
or ask your Account Manager! 

 

Click here to check out our YouTube videos on

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUW_-OrmIybfOj_opoPyPjA

